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Date:

July 9, 2021

To:

Patrick A. Duhaney, City Manager

Subject:

Audit of the Police Body-Worn Camera Program

I am pleased to present the report of our Audit of the Police Body-Worn Camera Program. The
purpose of this audit was to assess compliance with the department's body-worn camera policy.
Findings considered to be of insignificant risk have been discussed with management. We
completed our fieldwork on June 1, 2021.
The Office of the City Auditor reports to City Council through the Audit Committee and is
organizationally independent of all other City Departments. This report is intended solely for the
information and use of the Audit Committee, City Council, and appropriate City management. It
is not intended to be, and should not be, used by anyone other than these specified parties.
However, this report is a matter of public record and its distribution is not limited.
We would like to thank the management and staff of the Police Department, the Office of the
Commonwealth’s Attorney and Finance/Purchasing for their cooperation and responsiveness to
our requests and questions during our audit.
If you have any questions about this report, or any audit-related issue, I can be reached at 3855872 or via email at lremias@vbgov.com.
Respectfully submitted,
Lyndon S. Remias, CPA, CIA
City Auditor
lsr/rc
c:

City Council Members
Audit Committee Members
Paul Neudigate, Chief of Police
William Zelms, Captain, Body-Worn Camera Administrator
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Purpose
The purpose of this audit was to assess compliance with the Police department's body-worn
camera policy. This audit was included in our FY 2021 Audit Plan.

Scope and Objectives
The scope of the audit was for the period January 2020 – April 2021.
The objectives of the audit were:
1. To determine whether Police officers are adhering to the Body-Worn Camera Policy.
2. To determine whether management is performing the monitoring controls required by the
Body-Worn Camera Policy.
3. To determine whether body-worn camera videos are retained according to established
retention requirements.
4. To evaluate whether the training provided to body-worn camera users is adequate to
ensure compliance with the Body-Worn Camera Policy.
5. To determine the completeness, reliability, and reasonableness of the body worn camera
data captured and maintained within the evidence management system at Evidence.com.
6. To determine whether access to Evidence.com is appropriate and consistent with job
responsibilities.
7. To evaluate whether the Police Body-Worn Camera Policy adequately addresses critical
areas of the program.

Methodology
To accomplish our objectives, we performed the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Interviewed management and staff of the Police Department, Finance/Purchasing
Department, City Attorney’s Office, and Office of the Commonwealth’s Attorney.
Attended classroom training provided to first-time users of body-worn cameras.
Performed walkthrough of supervisor responsibilities.
Conducted a survey of uniformed officers’ insights regarding the Body-Worn Camera
Program for the purpose of identifying areas to focus our audit.
Attended ride along sessions with police officers to observe how they use the body-worn
camera while on duty.
Performed analysis and tests of data designed to determine the completeness, reliability,
and reasonableness of the body worn camera data.
Selected samples and performed additional data analysis and testing to ensure compliance
with select areas of the policy.
Made recommendations, as appropriate, to ensure compliance, improve processes,
increase efficiency, and reduce the risk to the City.
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Standards
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government auditing
standards. Those standards require we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient,
appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our
audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained during this audit provides a reasonable
basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
The Office of the City Auditor reports to City Council through the Audit Committee and is
organizationally independent of all City Departments. This report will be distributed to the City’s
Audit Committee, City Council, and appropriate management within the City of Virginia Beach.
This report will also be made available to the public through the Office of the City Auditor’s
webpage.
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Background 1
“Law enforcement agencies across the country and worldwide
are using body-worn cameras as a promising tool to improve
law enforcement interactions with the public. Body-worn
cameras provide an audible and visual record of interactions
that can capture empirical evidence in the event of a crime,
police-citizen interaction, or use-of-force incident. The
cameras are an important tool that can be an integrated part
of a jurisdiction’s holistic problem-solving and communityengagement strategy, helping to increase both trust and
communication between the police and the communities they
serve. 2”
The City understood that the body-worn camera technology
would help the Virginia Beach Police Department (VBPD)
improve its service to the community and decided to embark
on the program, with the following fundamental principles:

Axon Body Camera 2
Source: Axon Enterprises

•

It must advance the overall mission, goals, and objectives of the City by ensuring law
enforcement personnel are accountable and transparent in their relations with citizens
and enhance community relations.

•

It must provide data, reporting, and analytics to enhance the City’s business intelligence
capabilities along with the City’s existing data warehouse; increase the ability of criminal
justice agencies to analyze data on incidents, cases, and investigations; and increase
program effectiveness.

•

It must provide compelling evidence in criminal prosecutions by recording events,
statements, searches, and other key moments during events and investigations in hopes
of providing stronger cases delivered to the Commonwealth’s Attorney and being
presented in court.

•

It must be a turnkey, commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) body-worn camera solution with
minimal or no customization or additional development of source code that includes the
features, functions, and capabilities identified as priorities.

The City also understood that, while a body-worn camera program offers tremendous benefits, it
is a major endeavor which requires large investments of resources and continuous collaboration

Unless otherwise specified, information was taken from internal City of Virginia Beach sources and relevant Axon
Enterprises sources.
2 https://bja.ojp.gov/program/body-worn-cameras-bwcs/overview#:~:text= BWCs%20can%20be%20highly%20
effective,use%2Dof%2Dforce%20incident.
1
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with the public and other stakeholders. The comprehensiveness of the Body-Worn Camera
Program required:
•

Community input through townhall and community group meetings to present the
concept, solicit input, and conduct open discussions on how the program would affect the
community.

•

Partnership with a company that can design, implement, and maintain a fully functional,
scalable body-worn camera solution. This should meet the City’s criminal justice business
needs and information technology specifications by providing the necessary camera
hardware, software, tools, storage, and interface protocols to act as a coordinated whole
system to maximize the flow of data.

•

Partnership with the Office of the Commonwealth’s Attorney. The City has provided
funding for additional attorneys, paralegals, and support staff, as the additional evidence
obtained from the body-worn camera videos have significantly increased the offices’
workload. The Commonwealth’s Attorney handles body-worn camera videos involving
felonies, domestic violence, driving under the influence, and other misdemeanor cases.
Watching and redacting certain information in the videos significantly increases case
preparation time.

•

City Council and other City departments’ involvement. Budget & Management Services,
City Attorney’s Office, Information Technology, Emergency Communications, Finance, and
other departments provided expertise and additional resources to launch and maintain
the Body-Worn Camera Program. Some of these departments hired additional personnel
to handle the increased workload.

Funding and Purchase Agreement
The Body-Worn Camera Program was funded together with the replacement of the VBPD In-Car
Cameras (ICC). As the implementation progressed, various factors caused changes to the scope
of the Body-Worn Camera Program which affected funding requirements. Among the changes
were staffing needs, information technology resources, and the features/functionalities of the
Axon Enterprises products.
In September 2017, the City was approved for a grant from the U.S. Department of Justice through
the Bureau of Justice Assistance for $302,000. This required an equal match from the City. The
total amount of $604,000 was used to augment the funds already appropriated by the City.
The City issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) in December 2016. The City entered into a five-year
purchase agreement with Axon Enterprises totaling $3.2 million in December 2017, for the
following components:
•
•

900 Axon Body 2 cameras
ICC devices and related system hardware
4
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•
•
•

Evidence Management System (EMS)
Data management tools
Hosted, cloud-based storage solution that
complies with various government and
regulatory standards

The purchase agreement stipulated that Axon
Enterprises provide a comprehensive solution, in
a cloud-based environment, that can be
successfully deployed in a phased implementation
over a four-year period. Axon Enterprises will be
responsible for providing project management,
technical implementation services necessary to
install, develop, test, and maintain the solution
and integration services.

VBPD Officers with Body-Worn Cameras Talking to Citizens
Source: Virginia Beach Police Department

Program Implementation
VBPD structured the implementation of its Body-Worn Camera Program in four phases. This
allowed the City and Axon Enterprises sufficient time for proper implementation, which included
hiring and/or training officers and other users of this technology, assessing workload, and
performing significant information technology upgrades to facilities.
Table 1. Body-Worn Camera Program Implementation Phases
Phase
Cameras
Time Received
First
220
July 2018
Second
220
April 2019
Third
220
September 2020
Fourth
240
February 2021
Total
900
Just before the third phase of implementation, COVID-19 caused production and shipment delays
of the body-worn cameras. Instead of receiving them in March 2020, as originally planned, the
shipment of 220 body-worn cameras was received in September 2020.
Initially, two cameras were provided to each police officer under the rank of sergeant This was
an ideal and convenient set-up as the officer can leave one camera charging and uploading videos
and take the other camera on patrol or on part-time employment.
VBPD realized that, for it to have broader coverage, every uniformed personnel should be
equipped with a body-worn camera, including the Police Chief. However, purchasing additional
body-worn cameras would significantly increase the cost for hardware, licensing, and other
associated items. For cost efficiency purposes, starting in March 2021, VBPD reassigned the patrol
officers’ extra cameras to other uniformed officers that did not have them. Charging cords were
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provided for each camera to enable charging of the body-worn cameras without the use of the
docking station.
Training
All uniformed VBPD police officers attend a four-hour body-worn camera training session that
covers all relevant topics on the body-camera, which includes:
• Body-Worn Camera Policy
• Features and functions of the body-worn camera
• Use in the field
• Video upload
• Viewing and categorizing videos
• Sharing videos with the Office of the Commonwealth’s Attorney
Body-worn camera or relevant technical training was provided to:
• Sergeants and above associated with supervising/managing personnel
• Civilian users on reviewing, redacting, and other evidence management functions in
www.Evidence.com
Axon Body 2 Body-Worn Camera
VBPD uses the Axon Body 2
camera to record policing
incidents that can be used as
evidence in a court of law.
The body-worn camera is
placed at the chest area of the
officer and mounted on the
officer’s patrol vest or jacket
using one of the following
mounts: the Axon RapidLock
wing-clip mounting system,
the magnetic flexible mount,
the
outerwear
magnet
mount, or the molle system
mount. The wing-clip mount
Body-Worn Cameras Mounted and Labeled
is used by those wearing polo Source: Virginia Beach Police Department
shirts. The patrol officers
primarily use the molle system, as it safely mounts to their outer vest.
The video recordings are transferred to and stored in Evidence.com, Axon Enterprises’ cloudbased digital evidence management system that provides the capability to retrieve, review,
analyze, and share with appropriate parties. Users sign-in online using Evidence Sync software
installed on a Windows computer, using a two-factor authentication method.
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Highlights About the Use of the Body-Worn Camera
•

Mounting the Body-Worn Camera
At the start of a shift, the officer:
 Mounts the body-worn camera to his or her uniform.
 Moves the ON/OFF switch on the camera to the ON position.
When the camera is turned on, the body-worn camera is in the BUFFERING mode (shows
blinking green light), which means that it is temporarily storing video. Two minutes of this
BUFFERED or temporarily stored video (with no audio) will become part of the permanent
video when the officer activates his or her body-worn camera to record an incident; thus,
providing a two-minute playback of footage just prior to the officer’s activation, which may
provide more context to an incident.

•

Capturing Video
To record an incident, the officer quickly double presses the EVENT button on the camera.


This causes the body-worn camera to activate, and both video and audio will be
recorded, as well as the GPS coordinates of the incident.



The body-worn camera provides indications that it is recording:
 At the start of an event and every 2 minutes during an event, the system will
beep twice.
 The Operation LED on top of the camera will blink red.



To stop recording and return to BUFFERING mode, the officer will need to press and
hold the EVENT button for approximately 4 seconds. The system will beep once, with
a long tone.
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•

Once the shift has ended, the officer
returns to the precinct and docks his or
her body-worn camera on the docking
station to upload the videos and recharge
the body-worn camera.

•

On the following shift, the officer logs
into Evidence.com to accesses the videos
to ensure that the upload was successful,
and the videos were assigned the
appropriate incident category. Officers
may review videos prior to completing
reports, except in critical incidents or
those instances involving serious bodily
injury and/or death.

Body-Worn Cameras Uploading/Charging on Docking Stations
SOURCE: Virginia Beach Police Department

Appropriately categorizing the video is
important, especially for videos having administrative or evidentiary value, as it is the basis
for retaining or purging the video. Evidence.com automatically purges videos according to
the retention guidelines established by the VBPD. Those retention guidelines are in
accordance with the Virginia Public Records Act and the procedures established by the
Library of Virginia.
Axon Performance
Axon Performance is a data
analysis software that helps in
effectively managing the bodyworn
camera
program.
Purchase of Axon Performance
is pending until the contract is
signed, which is expected to be
signed soon. In the meantime,
Axon Enterprises continues to
allow VBPD full utilization,
without charge.
Axon Performance Dashboard
Source: Axon Enterprises
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Results
Objective 1:

To determine whether officers are adhering to the Body-Worn Camera Policy.

A. Activation Rates are Improving
The Body-Worn Camera Policy lists multiple instances when an officer is required to activate his
or her body-worn camera when responding to a call for service.
Effective April 1, 2021, officers shall immediately activate their BWC “when en route to any call
for service.” Prior to April 1, 2021, officers shall activate their BWC “immediately upon arriving at
a scene in the performance of his/her duties.”
When the body-worn camera is activated prior to the officer arriving on the scene, the officer has
one less critical action to make (especially crucial in a highly stressful situations); thereby, helping
the officer focus on the task at hand.
We compared two separate months of call dispatch data to BWC videos to determine the
activation rate. For purposes of our audit, the activation rate was calculated based on the number
of calls dispatched (where the duration of the call was greater than two minutes) to officers
assigned a BWC compared to BWC videos created where the officer, date recorded and at least
one of the following criteria were equal: Location, Event ID or Case Number. Exhibit 1, below,
depicts the activation rates calculated for January 2021 and April 2021.
Exhibit 1.
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It is important to note that the percentage of unmatched calls for service, as depicted in the charts
above, do not necessarily infer a failure to have captured video related to a call. It is more likely
that the information necessary (i.e., the Event ID, Case Number or Location) to match the call to
the video is not present in Evidence.com.
At the end of each shift, the officer returns to the precinct and docks his or her body-worn camera
to upload the videos. An automated routine designed to match Calls for Service with body-worn
camera videos and populate associated data (i.e., Evidence ID, Evidence Title, Category) runs three
times daily. On the following shift, the officer logs into Evidence.com to ensure the upload was
successful and the videos were assigned the appropriate incident category and Evidence ID. The
officer is responsible for ensuring the information is accurate and complete. Supervisors are
responsible for ensuring that officers comply with camera policies.
With the department-wide implementation of Axon Performance in April 2021 came adjustments
to the automated process which resulted in better data population. The department’s goal is an
80% activation rate.
We anticipate the enhanced monitoring abilities will continue to improve video matching
capabilities.
B. Videos Are Uploaded in a Timely Manner
The policy requires BWCs to be docked at the conclusion of each shift to allow video uploads and
device updates to occur. Videos are automatically uploaded when officers dock their cameras.
Exhibit 2.
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Of the 139,452 active videos created during our review period, 89% were uploaded within one
day with 99% uploaded within seven days. See Exhibit 2 on Page 10.
Regular and timely uploading of videos enhances accountability and transparency as well as
ensuring the availability of videos of evidentiary significance. It also minimizes the risk, that users
may fail to record events of evidentiary significance should a camera’s memory reach capacity and
the loss should a camera fall or is pulled off an officer and subsequently lost. The more data stored
on the camera, the more data that could be lost.
C. Categorization Rates Could Improve
The category assigned to the video determines the length of time the video is retained. Officers
are responsible for ensuring videos are categorized correctly. An automated routine to match calls
for service to uploaded videos and populate relevant data runs three times per day. Evidence.com
cannot override a category assigned by an officer. Videos with an incorrect category may be
deleted before the proper retention date or retained for longer than necessary. Uncategorized
evidence is maintained until manual deletion. The VBPD has established retention periods for each
call type. Categorized evidence is queued for deletion and deleted based on retention periods
assigned to the category.
Exhibit 3.

Of the 139,452 active videos created during our review period, 27,761 (20%) were uncategorized.
Exhibit 3, above, shows the ratio of categorized to uncategorized videos.
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Objective 2:

To determine whether management is performing the monitoring controls over
videos, as required by the Body-Worn Camera Policy.

Overall, we determined that management is performing monitoring controls over body-worn
camera videos using Axon Performance. Daily, the supervisor logs onto Axon Performance to
review the dashboard showing four key performance metrics:
o Activation rate – Compares the number of videos taken to the Computer-Aided
Dispatched calls the officer has responded to.
o Power cycling – Calculates the total time the body-worn camera is powered on while
disconnected from a docking station and is used to identify officers that fall below the
agency set percentage.
o Categorization rate - Compares the number of videos the officer has categorized to the
total number of videos taken.
o Identification (ID) rate. Compares the number of videos with an officer added or
confirmed ID to the total number of officer videos.
Supervisors check their group and individual officer’s performance and view one or multiple
videos while reviewing associated police reports.
However, we identified the following findings in our testing:
A. Use of Force Videos Not Consistently Being Viewed
The Body-Worn Camera Policy requires that the supervisors/managers view all use of force
videos to help determine whether the use of force applied by the officer is reasonable and
lawful. Our analysis of data from January 2020 through January 2021 shows that 108 of 1,640
(7%) use of force videos were not viewed at all.
Exhibit 4.

Use of Force Videos - Viewed vs Not Viewed
108 , 7%

1,532 , 93%
Viewed

Not Viewed
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B. Purpose of Viewing Use of Force Videos Is Not Consistently Noted
The Body-Worn Camera Policy requires that the purpose must be noted every time a video is
viewed, as means of maintaining the confidentiality of information contained therein,
especially those involving the use of force. To test this internal control, we used the same use
of force data mentioned above and performed analysis and sample testing.
1) From our data analysis of the 1,532 videos that were viewed, we found that 88 (6%)
videos did not have any note at all, despite being viewed by VBPD personnel on 138
instances. A note can be about the purpose for viewing the video, a finding, or any
other relevant comment.
Exhibit 5.

Use of Force Videos Viewed
Videos without Notes
6%

Videos with Notes
94%

2) From the 1,444 videos with notes, we selected a sample of 145 (10%). From that set
of samples, we found that the purpose for viewing was not noted in 338 of 735 (46%)
instances.
Exhibit 6.

Use of Force Videos
Purpose Noted vs Purpose Not Noted

Purpose Not
Noted
46%

Purpose Noted
54%
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C. Monthly Random Administrative Reviews of Non-Use of Force Videos Are Not Consistently
Being Performed
Of our sample of 31 officers, we found that the monthly review was not performed for three
(10%) officers. The Body-Worn Camera Policy requires that supervisors must review one nonuse of force video per officer per month.
Exhibit 7.

Monthly Supervisory Review
Not Completed
10%

Completed
90%

D. Freedom of Information Requests for Body-Worn Camera Videos are Properly Reviewed and
Approved Prior to Release
The Body-Worn Camera Policy states that no video will be released without the approval of the
Chief of Police or his designee and the appropriate review/redactions by the Program
Administrator. Management monitors this, as Evidence.com tracks user actions related to
sharing of body worn camera videos.
During the 13-month period (January 1, 2020 through January 31, 2021) under review, we
identified 1,042 shares associated with 106 requests for release. We traced a random sample of
13 requests involving the sharing of 53 videos and/or clips to documentation supporting
appropriate review and/or redactions and the approval by the Police Chief or his designee.
There were no exceptions.
Recommendations:
Management should ensure that monitoring of internal controls is performed:
1.0

Supervisors/managers should view all use of force videos.

2.0

All personnel should note the purpose every time a video is viewed.

3.0

Supervisors should perform the monthly administrative review of non-use of force videos.
14
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Objective 3: To determine whether body-worn camera videos are retained according to the
Required Retention requirements.
Best practices suggest police departments should retain body-worn camera footage long enough
to demonstrate transparency to the public and to meet required record retention guidelines.
Deleting evidentiary data before the scheduled retention date reduces accountability and
transparency.
The category assigned to the video determines the length of time the video should be retained.
Officers are supposed to add this category to all videos they upload to Evidence.com.
We reviewed data and timing associated with the 99,133 videos deleted between January 1, 2020
and January 31, 2021. All deletions were system generated and deleted in accordance with the
established retention guidelines.
There were no exceptions.
Objective 4: To evaluate whether the training provided to body-worn camera users is adequate
in ensuring compliance with the Body-Worn Camera Policy.
Overall, we determined that the training provided to body-worn camera users is adequate in
ensuring compliance with the Body-Worn Camera Policy. Our procedures included attending
classroom training provided to first-time users of body-worn cameras, reviewing documents,
interviewing personnel, and analyzing the survey responses on training questions.
Respondents to the officer and supervisor surveys provided suggestions for improvements, some
of which concern the following:
•

Refresher training in the following topics:
o As new technology and relevant laws are introduced.
o To correct weaknesses identified in every stage of the process.
o Include scenario-based training.

•

Easy-to-follow written instructions that provides information on the most common tasks
such as:
o Sharing videos with the Office of the Commonwealth’s Attorney.
o Properly reviewing videos.

Numerical ratings on the officer survey responses were quite high, garnering an overall
satisfaction rating of 80% from the three questions noted in Exhibit 8, on the next page. There
were 225 of 417 (54%) officers who participated in the survey.
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Exhibit 8.

Body-Worn Camera Program Survey - Officers
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-
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3
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law.

Disagree

122

122

26

3
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Similarly, the supervisor survey also received high numerical ratings, garnering an overall
satisfaction rating of 77% from the two questions shown in Exhibit 9, below. There were 39 of
114 (34%) supervisors (i.e. lieutenants and sergeants) who participated in the survey.
Exhibit 9.

Body-Worn Camera Program Survey - Supervisors
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5

0
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2

Not Sure

6

The Virginia Beach Police Academy incorporated body-worn camera training starting in May 2021.
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Recommendation:
4. 0

Management could further enhance the Body-Worn Camera Program by leveraging the
suggestions made by the survey respondents:
•
•

Implement refresher training and update the Body-Worn Camera Policy to reflect this.
Provide written instructions and “quick tips” to enhance accuracy and efficiency when
using Evidence.com.

Objective 5: To determine the completeness, reliability, and reasonableness of the body worn
camera data captured and maintained within Evidence.com.
We performed analysis and tests of data designed to determine the completeness and accuracy
of the BWC evidence maintained within Evidence.com. Evidence.com is a cloud-based
digital evidence management system that allows for video viewing, retrieval, review, analysis, and
sharing with appropriate parties.
At the end of each shift, the officer returns to the precinct and docks his or her body-worn camera
to upload the videos. An automated routine designed to match Calls for Service with body-worn
camera videos and populate associated data (i.e., Evidence ID, Evidence Title, Category) runs three
times daily. On the following shift, the officer logs into Evidence.com to ensure the upload was
successful, and the videos were assigned the appropriate incident Category and Evidence ID. The
officer is responsible for ensuring the information is accurate and complete.
We reviewed data related to the 139,452 active videos created between January 1, 2020 and
January 31, 2021. Table 2 below provides the results of our tests of completeness.
Table 2. Schedule of Exceptions
Field Name
Evidence ID = BLANK
Category = BLANK
Owner Group = BLANK
Uploaded By Information (i.e., name, badge number, role) = BLANK
Owner Information (i.e., name, badge number, role) = BLANK

# of Exceptions
28,000
27,761
10,431
153
147

% of Active
20.1%
19.9%
7.5%
0.1%
0.1%

Missing data impacts the maintenance and monitoring capabilities within Evidence.com and Axon
Performance.
The Evidence ID identifies the call and is one of the key fields used to determine activation rate.
Categories identify the call type and determine the policy for evidence retention and restricted
access for especially sensitive evidence. Categorization rate is one of the four areas monitored in
Axon Performance. Axon Performance leverages Evidence.com Groups as the mechanism for
organizing squads and supervisors and monitoring performance and compliance.
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Based on our analysis, we determined the data to be substantially complete and accurate.
Recommendations:
To enhance the completeness and accuracy of information related to BWC videos, management
should:
5.0

Enable the Field Validation feature in Evidence.com.

6.0

Include data accuracy and completeness of key data fields in the video review criteria in
Axon Performance.

Objective 6: To determine whether access to Evidence.com is appropriate and consistent with
job responsibilities.
All personnel that have a body-worn camera assigned and/or responsibilities directly related to
the Body-Worn Camera Program need to have active access to Evidence.com whether they log in
regularly or not. It is this active access that labels the uploaded video with the owner name. To
preserve audit trails for departing employees, users are deactivated rather than being deleted
altogether.
We obtained and reviewed an extract of the Evidence.com user accounts as of May 4, 2021. There
were 917 in total: 781 active users and 136 inactive users.
A summary of the results of our review of the 781 active accounts is provided in Table 3 below.
Table 3. Active User Accounts - Exceptions by Type
Exceptions Type
Number
%
Active User Accounts: No Group Assigned
340 43.5%
Active User Accounts: Last Login > 45 days
76 9.7%
Active User Accounts: Role does not match Job Responsibilities
10 1.3%
Active User Accounts: No Logins
8 1.0%
Active User Accounts: Group Assignment not consistent with Current Job Assignments
3 0.4%
Active User Accounts: Employee Terminated
1 0.1%

Twenty seven of the 76 users who had not logged on for 45 days or more uploaded videos in April
2021.
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Except as noted, we determined user access to be appropriate and consistent with job
responsibilities.
Recommendations:
Given the recent reorganization of the department and changes to General Order 4.06 Body-Worn
Camera Policy, as well as to ensure compliance with best practices associated with granting and
maintaining access rights based on least privilege, management should:
7.0

Review roles periodically to ensure privileges granted are consistent with those necessary
for users to perform their job responsibilities.

8.0

Review user accounts on a regular basis to ensure that assigned groups and roles are
appropriate for their current positions.

9.0

Establish a process to periodically confirm the necessity of access and assigned role for
active users external to the VBPD (i.e., Information Technology and Office of the
Commonwealth’s Attorney).

10.0

Implement a process to identify and inactivate dormant accounts, especially those with
elevated privileges.

Objective 7: To evaluate whether the police Body-Worn Camera Policy adequately addresses
critical areas of the program.
The VBPD Body-Worn Camera Program is governed by the General Order 4.06 Body-Worn
Camera. The policy is primarily based on the Virginia Department of Criminal Justice Services
(VDCJS) model policy but customized to include relevant standards of other authoritative bodies,
such as the Commission on Accreditation for Law Enforcement Agencies and Community Oriented
Policing Services.
Based on our review of the Body-Worn Camera Policy, we determined that it adequately
addresses critical areas of the program.
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Conclusion
Based on the results of our audit, the Virginia Beach Police Body-Worn Camera Program is
compliant with the department's body-worn camera policy, except as noted above.
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APPENDIX A

Status of Utilization of Axon Signal Sidearm

As an addendum to the purchase agreement, the City also purchased the Axon Signal Sidearm,
which is a wireless sensor attached to an officer’s holster that automatically activates the Axon
body-worn camera when the firearm is removed from an officer’s holster. Additional features
include:
•

Communicates with the full line of Axon
cameras in that, upon activation of one bodyworn camera, other officers’ body-worn
cameras and in-car cameras located within a
30-foot range are also activated.

•

Attaches to an officer’s existing firearm
holster without interfering with normal
operation.

•

Compatible with most existing firearm holsters.

•

Coin cell battery that operates the device lasts approximately 1.5 years and automatically
alerts the user via the Axon network if the battery is low.

Holster and Assembly with Signal Sidearm and Bracket
Source: Virginia Beach Police Department

VBPD intended to equip officers starting in the initial phases of implementation; however, the
Signal Sidearm cannot be mounted on VBPD’s holsters because they are incompatible. Axon
Enterprises acknowledges its responsibility for this issue and is working towards delivering a
solution by July 2021 training schedule. The main points around this are described below:

Date
September 2019

December 2020
–
February 2021

April 2021

June 2021

Signal Sidearm Timeline Summary
Main Points

VBPD needed to urgently replace its holsters, as they were in poor condition.
However, the type of holster it needs was extremely in high demand and could
not be supplied timely. VBPD ordered a customized holster from Blackhawk, with
the agreement that Axon Enterprises would retrofit the Signal Sidearm mounting
assembly to suit this new holster.
After a few months of development, Axon Enterprises created a customized
bracket that would enable the Signal Sidearm to be attached to the new holster.
However, the bracket created a significant gap between the holster and the Signal
Sidearm, which rendered the holster’s screws inadequate as they were too short.
For warranty reasons, replacement screws can only be provided by Blackhawk,
which immediately started manufacturing the long screws.
Blackhawk’s new, longer screws were received. VBPD immediately started to
attach and calibrate the Signal Sidearm. However, after the initial units were tried
in the field, the officers observed that the Signal Sidearm could not stop recording
once it was activated. Other Signal Sidearms within the 30-foot range also began
to unintentionally activate. Because of this, VBPD discontinued its efforts to use
the Signal Sidearm until the issue is resolved by Axon Enterprises.
The VBPD is still working to resolve the issue with the Signal Side Arm technology
that automatically activates an officer’s BWC when their firearm is drawn from the
holster. The VBPD has received a new holster design that is currently being tested
and evaluated.
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